ASPEN Textile
COMPANY PROFILE:
Aspen Textiles Private Limited established in 1990, is a leading manufacturer and exporter of fabric and
made-ups. It is a vertically integrated group with operations in all sectors of the Home textile industry
from weaving to stitching. The range of our product line, good quality, and competitive prices have made
us one of the fastest growing companies of its kind in Pakistan. Continuous innovation of our home
furnishing items in design, colors, fabrics and treatments and in house facilities ensure that we remain
more than ready to meet the expectations of our valuable customers, for more detail of our company
please visit our web site: www.aspentextile.com.
PRODUCTS&SERVICES:
We are the manufacturer & exporters of all type of piece goods as well as made ups made from woven
fabric in 100% cotton & poly cotton in shape of printed/dyed/bleached in different type of weaves like
plain/ sateen/ Duck etc, with the help of Power/ Auto/ Sulzer & Air jet looms, so you can get an idea
about our diversity in the field of textiles in the light of above given information.
BED LINEN:
Flat sheets, Fitted sheets, Bed spread, Comforters, Quilts and Duvet, Valance Sheets, Bed Ruffles.
PILLOW CASES: Normal Pillowcases, Oxford Pillow, Pillow Shams with Casual and Embroider styles
CURTAINS: Pleated Curtains, Tab Top Curtains, Rod Pocket Curtains, Kitchen Curtains (Tier & Swag),
Shower Curtains, Pelmets, Pouf Valance, Balloon Valance.
DYEING:
Aspen Textiles can dye in reactive, vat and pigment dyes. For solid colors we recommend to use Babcock
Thermo sole dyeing machine however, pastel and medium colors are achieved on both thermo sole and
jigger jet dyeing machines.
DESIGN STUDIO:
To ensure reproduction and creation of finest textural and water effect designs. Aspen Textiles use latest
Cad / Cam systems from pixel arts silicon, ramset.

LABORATORY:
Aspen Textiles ensure all quality standard specified by customer like pilling, rubbing, crocking, and
shrinkage. Aspen Textiles maintains minimum quality requirements. Our lab has latest equipment for all
testes.
QUALITY CONTROL:
Our very vital feature is, QUALITY ASSURANCE DEPARTMENT from weaving to finished, in this
department we employed highly professional people from the textile sector. The duty of this department
to check each and every process of production for this way we can check and control the production
mistakes right at the spot where they occurs and rectify. Eventually on receipt of shipment whatever
you’ll receive that would be the best & as per customer’s requirement.
QUALITY STANDERS:
Aspen textile, have international quality standers Eoko-tex standard 100 and also ISO 9001 certified,
ensures that the quality standards are followed and met as per the customer’s requirements
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